
GBPAUD 15.08.21 BREAKDOWN

GBPAUD weekly timeframe we can see we are within a very large bearish
range but it's making a retracement to potentially make a LL

When we drop down to the H4 we can see price making a series of HH
and HL indicating bullish structure



On the H1 Timeframe we can see price Broke bullish structure which
implies sellers are getting into the market

Once price made the Bearish impulsive leg we then started to identify
POI’s on the HTF

The H4 presented a very clean SMFC, this was my area where I wanted
price to reach into to look to take a Sell position.



ENTRY 1

Price came into our H4 POI and i was watching on the M1 timeframe
We noticed a BOS happening which is a good confirmation price is going

to reverse.

A lower TF POI was identified and a limit was set

As you can see price played perfectly into our entry POI (Yellow Box)
and then reacted in our favour



Take profit overall target i set at a open of a H4 Demand zone.

This first trade was a 1:48RR set up with a 3.4 pip SL and 160 pip TP

ENTRY 2

Entry 2 was based from an Internal BOS and price making a new LL
After seeing this BOS i then identified a M15 POI



Once the M15 POI was identified i waited for price to react and Break
LTF structure before entering based off a M1 candle

Take profit for Entry 2 is the same price as Entry 1



With market closure friday price hasnt yet hit TP but we expect it to
shortly after market reopens on 16.08.21

Overall with these 2 entries this one pair gave us around 1:100RR+  total

Entry 1 = 1:46RR

Entry 2 = 1:62RR


